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### List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>Australian dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Crown-of-thorns starfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTFs</td>
<td>Conservation Trust Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMMAs</td>
<td>Locally managed marine areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPA(s)</td>
<td>Marine protected area(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Marine Stewardship Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO(s)</td>
<td>Non-governmental organization(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES</td>
<td>Payment for ecosystem services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHCs</td>
<td>Periodically harvested closures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPA</td>
<td>Phoenix Islands Protected Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNC</td>
<td>The Nature Conservancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURFs</td>
<td>Territorial use rights for fisheries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coral Reef Solution-Scape: A Summary of Approaches to Coral Reef Conservation

Executive Summary

In the face of climate change, warming oceans, and repeated mass coral bleaching, coral reef conservation is at a timely crossroads. There is a new urgency to support and strengthen a rich history of conservation partnerships and actions, while also building toward new actions to meet unparalleled global threats. The goal of this white paper is to synthesize and summarize the diversity of tools, approaches and solutions for coral reef conservation implemented to date and to understand the enabling conditions that lead to successful coral reef conservation. Framed as a “solution-scape,” this white paper seeks to support ongoing decisions to strengthen existing assets and build new investments into portfolios of global coral reef conservation that are equitable and aligned with diverse cultures and worldviews. This white paper addresses the following main themes:

- **What is success for coral reef conservation?** This white paper defines success in both ecological and social terms, and success can be achieved through strategies that promote biodiversity and ecological functioning, social equity, and food and livelihood security. Table 1 identifies social and ecological metrics that are commonly used to define “success” in coral reef conservation, including coral cover and structural reef complexity, species richness of coral reef organisms, high abundance and biomass of coral reef fishes, human wellbeing and economic development, livelihoods, and poverty alleviation.

- **Enabling conditions for conservation and management success.** Active participation in decision-making, local leadership, recognition of the knowledge and rights of local stakeholders, nested institutions, and targeted educational activities have all been consistently and globally observed to be some of the main drivers of conservation and management success and sustainability (Table 2). This white paper also includes detailed summaries of policy and legislative approaches to support conservation outcomes, compliance and enforcement of policies, and financial mechanisms for the sustainable delivery of resources.

- **Technical tools for coral reef conservation.** Protection of coral reefs requires an understanding of what strategies can be implemented to achieve coral reef conservation goals. This document describes a range of approaches including marine protected areas, rights-based management of marine resources, fishing gear modifications and restrictions, watershed management, management of coastal development and shipping, invasive species and population outbreaks of predators, tools to enhance habitat recovery, and future frontiers of coral disease treatments and assisted evolution. We also highlight the critical role of rigorous social and ecological monitoring to evaluate the effectiveness of management actions, making evidence-based decisions, and supporting adaptive management.

- **What’s new for climate-smart coral reef conservation?** Prioritization of conservation strategies toward “climate refuges” may include locations exposed to deeper reefs and channels, shallow lagoons that have long been exposed to variable temperatures and where corals continue to survive, and areas of cool-water upwelling driven by gyres or eddies. Reefs that experience chronic and acute thermal exposure over time may be critically important for maintaining a diversity of species capable of resistance and recovery. Assisted evolution, networks of marine reserves to enhance recovery, reduced local impacts from fishing, coastal
development, and land-based stressors may enhance resistance and/or recovery to the impacts of climate change, notably mass coral bleaching.

We conclude with 10 recommendations that focus on equitable conservation practices that will align successful interventions with diverse cultures and worldviews, help ensure that the right decisions are made, and strengthen investments into conservation portfolios that will lead to successful coral reef conservation.
Introduction: Urgency for Coral Reefs

Tropical coral reefs are the most biodiverse marine ecosystem in the world (Fisher et al. 2015); they support millions of people in food security, cultural practices and livelihoods, and provide ecosystem services that generate billions of dollars for the global economy through benefits such as fisheries, tourism, and coastal protection (Moberg and Folke 1999, Cesar et al. 2003, De Groot et al. 2012). Yet the rapid growth in human populations and coastal development, climate change, and the unsustainable extraction of reef resources have led to increasing pressures on living corals, the three-dimensional underwater architects of tropical reef systems (Gardner et al. 2005, Bruno and Selig 2007, Carpenter et al. 2008, De'ath et al. 2012, Jackson et al. 2014).

Coral reefs are subjected to local and global impacts, including overfishing, destructive fishing practices, pollution, invasive species, and extreme weather events such as destructive storms and temperature anomalies, all of which have been implicated in their precipitous decline (Jackson et al. 2001, McClanahan et al. 2007, Cramer et al. 2012, De’ath et al. 2012, Jackson et al. 2014, Hughes et al. 2017b, McClanahan 2017). Conservation and management interventions over previous decades have attempted to slow and reverse their decline, while trying to ensure that essential activities and resource use by local communities can be maintained. Engagement with and financial investment by local stakeholders, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), governments, aid organizations, and intergovernmental groups have led to some locally successful results (Russ et al. 2008, Cinner et al. 2012, Birkeland et al. 2013, Edgar et al. 2014, Bahr et al. 2015, Gill et al. 2017). Yet, despite these best efforts, globally coral reefs are still in decline. As climate change and coastal development become more pronounced, the long-term survival of coral reefs is threatened (Hughes et al. 2007, Hughes et al. 2017b). It is through this lens that we must ask the question: How can we strengthen and develop practical solutions toward coral reef conservation and management to ensure the persistence of coral reefs in a changing world?

Persistence and resilience in the face of environmental and climate change fundamentally relies on two different processes: the extent to which coral reefs can resist changing when impacted by pressures (i.e., resistance) and the ability of coral reefs to recover following a disturbance (i.e., recovery (Côté and Darling 2010). Both processes are important and can be achieved through different mechanisms (McClanahan et al. 2007, Kennedy et al. 2013, Graham et al. 2015, Oliver et al. 2015). It is thus critical to identify the technical management interventions that can adequately mitigate threatening processes and promote recovery for coral reef ecosystems. Equally important is the need to ensure that, along with conservation and management actions at specific locations, carbon dioxide emissions are reduced at the global level, given that as warming ocean temperatures and increasing ocean acidification are global stressors that do not stop at the borders of conserved or managed areas (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007, Kennedy et al. 2013, Anthony 2016, Hughes et al. 2017b).

In addition to understanding the biological, ecological, and oceanographic conditions of a reef in order to guide conservation and management decisions, management must involve those who use and depend on coral reefs. Local stakeholders have unique visions and worldviews of conservation
that are critical to achieve long-term project effectiveness and sustainability (Jupiter 2017). Further, for many people living close to coral reefs, food and livelihood security is directly tied to coral reef resources; this means that conservation must be aligned with the desired social and development outcomes for the community (Christie 2004, Camargo et al. 2009, Christie et al. 2009, Eisma-Osorio et al. 2009, Brewer 2013, Hicks and Cinner 2014, Jupiter 2017).

This white paper synthesizes and summarizes the diversity of tools, approaches, practices, and solutions for coral reef conservation implemented to date. Our goal is to assess the evidence base for the effectiveness, costs, and feasibility of coral reef conservation solutions across multiple scales, bridging local, regional, and global practices of conservation and management. In the following sections, we examine the technical approaches, enabling conditions, and financial mechanisms that have been and are being used in coral reef conservation. We use this information to propose ways forward to strengthen existing initiatives and develop new practical solutions to achieve climate change resilience for global coral reefs. Ultimately, investments in portfolios of global coral reef conservation must be equitable and aligned with diverse cultures and worldviews to achieve long-term social and ecological success.

What is Success for Coral Reef Conservation?

One of the challenges in assessing the success of conservation interventions is that different communities and contexts define success in different ways. It is the position of this white paper that success should be defined in both ecological and social terms, and can be achieved through strategies that promote biodiversity and ecological functioning, social equity, and food and livelihood security (Cardinale et al. 2012, Sandifer et al. 2015). Furthermore, consideration of socio-economic and development goals can lead to better conservation and development outcomes (Gurney et al. 2015, Mangubhai et al. 2015). Ultimately, any strategy for marine conservation requires the full participation and consideration of local stakeholders to ensure that fair and ethical practices are followed (Bennett et al. 2017).

There is now a large body of literature on social and ecological indicators for “management and conservation success.” Table 1 lists the ones most relevant to coral reefs. When considering conservation to achieve biodiversity goals, high coral cover and reef macrostructural complexity, species richness of coral reef organisms, and high abundance and biomass of coral reef fishes are the most common indicators of success (Table 1). High coral cover and reef structural complexity support high levels of coral reef fish abundance, biomass, and species richness (Darling et al. 2017). Increased biomass and abundance of targeted fish are critical for the maintenance and replenishment of fish stocks (Harrison et al. 2012). Key social indicators of success include greater economic development, more employment opportunities, and poverty alleviation, among others (Table 1). Success for an indicator can be measured in terms of a lower rate of decline, maintenance in the same state, or an improvement. As has been well discussed elsewhere, identifying clear objectives for conservation interventions are imperative, and an adaptive monitoring strategy must include control reference points and realistic timeframes for expected changes (Fox et al. 2017, Mascia et al. 2017).
### Table 1: A Selection of Social and Ecological Indicators Relevant to Coral Reefs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Success</th>
<th>Metric of Success</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Increased/maintained average size of target fish species</td>
<td>Cinner et al. 2005, McClanahan et al. 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Increased/maintained fish abundance</td>
<td>Cinner et al. 2005, McClanahan et al. 2006, Gutierrez et al. 2011, Kaplan et al. 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Increased/maintained fish biomass</td>
<td>Cinner et al. 2005, McClanahan et al. 2006, Kaplan et al. 2015, MacNeil et al. 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Reduced/maintained macroalgae cover</td>
<td>McClanahan et al. 2011b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Low ratio of macroalgae to coral cover</td>
<td>Camargo et al. 2009, McClanahan et al. 2011b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Increased/maintained herbivorous fish as % of total fishable biomass</td>
<td>McClanahan et al. 2011b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Increased/maintained calcifying substrate</td>
<td>McClanahan et al. 2011b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Reduced/maintained number of corals affected by predators, parasites, and pathogens</td>
<td>Hoffmann 2002, Lamb et al. 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Greater economic development</td>
<td>Hargreaves-Allen et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>More employment opportunities</td>
<td>Hargreaves-Allen et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Improved social welfare</td>
<td>Gutierrez et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Success</td>
<td>Metric of Success</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Poverty alleviation (including, but not limited to, number of different occupations, fisheries dependence, well-being, wealth, and marine resource control)</td>
<td>Gurney et al. 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Lower levels of conflict</td>
<td>Camargo et al. 2009; Hargreaves-Allan et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Decreased rate of destructive fishing</td>
<td>Hargreaves-Allen et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Decreased rate of mangrove extraction</td>
<td>Hargreaves-Allen et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Enabling Conditions for Conservation and Management Success**

In conjunction with the development of indicators of success, there has been extensive effort undertaken to identify enabling conditions that lead to uptake of management initiatives (Table 2). Several consistent trends emerge that can provide a framework for the initiation of new projects. *Active participation in decision-making, local leadership, recognition of the knowledge and rights of local stakeholders, nested institutions, and targeted educational activities* have all been observed to be some of the main drivers of conservation and management success and sustainability (Table 2). Participatory decision-making arrangements also tend to enhance the perceived legitimacy of decisions that are made. In places where there are strong customary or co-management systems, formally recognized community rights provide an enabling framework that empowers communities to manage their own resources (Hoffmann 2002, Lauer and Aswani 2009, Weeks et al. 2010, Cohen et al. 2012, Gurney et al. 2015). Conservation is not a one-size-fits-all approach and it is critical to understand the social, political, and environmental conditions at each location. However, the diverse lessons learned from the accumulated experiences of practitioners provide a template for best practice management and can aid in identifying strategies and potential barriers to conservation that may be in place (Katikiro et al. 2015).

At the local scale, some of the main factors for successful uptake of management initiatives are a clear legal mandate, local involvement in decision-making, recognition of local knowledge and ownership, and enforcement mechanisms (Russ and Alcala 1999, Balgos 2005, Christie and White 2007, Cinner et al. 2012, Gurney et al. 2015, Jupiter et al. 2017). However, it is vitally important to understand the local and national context. In Indonesia, while individual participation in decision-making and marine protected area (MPA) management strongly relates to community expectations, community-level participation is more likely to occur if MPA management groups are supported by external institutions, including NGOs (Gurney et al. 2016). In the Philippines, Pollnac et al. (2001) found that a high level of community participation in decision-making, combined with continuing support from the implementing organization and the municipal government, were strong factors in predicting MPA success. The importance of nested institutions, including NGOs, is widely
recognized (Ostrom 1990), highlighting that engagement with community-based management should be accompanied by a strategy for continued, long-term community buy-in, else risking the loss of accrued ecological and social benefits (Gurney et al. 2014).

Table 2. Enabling Conditions for Conservation and Management Success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enabling Conditions</th>
<th>Specific Enabling Conditions</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective enforcement</td>
<td>Enforcement mechanisms in place</td>
<td>The WorldFish Center 2008; Jupiter et al. 2017; Pomeroy et al. 2005; Cinner et al. 2012; Kaplan et al. 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective enforcement</td>
<td>Well defined and recognized boundaries and rules</td>
<td>Ostrom 1990; Aswani and Hamilton 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective governance</td>
<td>Respected leaders</td>
<td>Cinner et al. 2012; Frey and Berkes 2014; Gutierrez et al. 2011; Pietri et al. 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market forces</td>
<td>Distance away from markets</td>
<td>Cinner et al. 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public support/buy-in</td>
<td>Educational outreach</td>
<td>Leisher et al. 2012; Frey and Berkes 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public support/buy-in</td>
<td>Participation in decision making</td>
<td>Arias et al. 2015; Balgos 2005; GEF-lessons learnt; Gurney et al. 2016; Pollnac and Pomeroy 2005; Pomeroy et al. 2005; Russ and Alcala 1999; Arias et al. 2015; Camargo et al. 2009; Ostrom 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public support/buy-in</td>
<td>Perception of realized or potential tangible outcomes</td>
<td>Cho 2005; Pollnac and Pomeroy 2005; Pomeroy et al. 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resourcing</td>
<td>Adequate human and financial resources</td>
<td>Cho 2005; Gill et al. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive legal and policy environment</td>
<td>Clear legal mandate</td>
<td>Christie and White 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What’s New for Climate-Smart Coral Reef Conservation?

With recurrent mass bleaching as a result of climate-change-induced ocean warming (Hughes et al. 2017b) and potentially limited windows for slow-growing corals to recover (Côté and Darling 2010), what new tools and interventions are needed to ensure that reef conservation interventions are climate smart? There are two positive aspects to the responses of corals to raised water temperatures: first, there is increasing evidence that not all coral species or locations bleach equally (McClanahan et al. 2007, McClanahan et al. 2011a, Darling et al. 2013, Hughes et al. 2017b, McClanahan and Muthiga 2017), and second, surviving corals can, in some contexts, adapt to repeated bleaching events (Guest et al. 2012, Howells et al. 2012, McClanahan 2017). Climate-smart conservation can leverage these diverse responses and use a variety of management strategies and technical tools that would allow “nature to pick the winners” in any particular location (Webster et al. 2017). Such an approach involves protecting and managing, with a suite of technical tools, connected and diverse reef-scapes across gradients of climate exposure, human impacts, and habitat diversity in order to increase the potential for “evolutionary rescue,” whereby beneficial mutations or adaptations can arise naturally and spread, helping coral populations to acclimate or
adapt to rapidly changing environments. A climate-smart conservation approach for coral reefs might include the following:

- **Known “climate refuges”—**places where slow-growing corals are known either to be able adapt to ocean warming or not exposed to it—can be protected and carefully managed. These locations may include access to deeper reefs and channels, shallow lagoons that have long been exposed to variable temperatures and where corals continue to survive, and areas of cool-water upwelling driven by gyres or eddies (Oliver and Palumbi 2011, Ainsworth et al. 2016, McClanahan and Muthiga 2017). Reefs that experience chronic and acute thermal exposure over time may be critically important for maintaining a diversity of species that are capable of resistance and recovery (Mumby et al. 2011, Webster et al. 2017).

- **Assisted evolution of the coral host, symbiont guild, or microbiome may produce new combinations of adaptations that can reseed reefs facing unprecedented climate impacts** (van Oppen et al. 2015, van Oppen et al. 2017, Ziegler et al. 2017).

- **Time scales can be given better consideration,** recognizing that benefits are realized over much longer scales (e.g., decades) than previously understood (Pooi et al. 2011). Nevertheless, over the short and medium term, networks of MPAs and no-take marine reserves that consider larval connectivity and maximizes the protection of diverse habitats may improve resistance and enhance recovery following unpredictable of extreme events associated with climate change (Baskett et al. 2010, McClanahan et al. 2011a, Abelson et al. 2016, Krueck et al. 2017, Webster et al. 2017).

- **Networks of MPAs should ensure that connectivity is maintained between protected reef communities,** which may improve the chances of recovery if corals and other sensitive species are negatively affected by a temperature anomaly event (Mumby et al. 2011, Selig et al. 2012). MPA networks should also protect habitat diversity across different coral reef habitats and depths, as well as adjacent seagrass beds and mangrove forests. Different habitats may provide some refuge for corals. For example, mangroves reduce light stress often associated with thermal stress and coral bleaching, and potentially alter seawater chemistry to buffer against ocean acidification (Yates et al. 2014); mangroves can enhance reef fish biomass (Mumby et al. 2004b); and seagrass beds can reduce pathogen levels and rates of disease on coral reefs (Lamb et al. 2017).

- **Well-protected MPAs that minimize the effect of other non-climate stressors may provide opportunities for populations to recover from the impacts of climate change** (Green et al. 2015, Lamb et al. 2015, Lamb et al. 2016).

- **Since coral reef organisms are often sensitive to changes in water quality,** maintenance of water quality and reduction and mitigation of pollution are vitally important both in preventing reef deterioration (Lamb et al. 2016, Wenger et al. 2016) and in improving recovery rates of coral reefs following bleaching events or destructive storms (Carilli et al. 2009, Lamb et al. 2016). Reductions in nutrient levels can lower bleaching susceptibility, increase coral calcification rates, and reduce bioeroding organisms, making corals more resistant to thermal stress and ocean acidification (Edinger et al. 2000, Le Grand and Fabricius 2011, Wiedenmann et al. 2013).

- **Fishery gear restrictions designed to selectively harvest more climate-tolerant species can reduce pressure on species that are vulnerable to climate change and/or important for coral reef recovery,** e.g., herbivores (Cinner et al. 2009).

- **Explicit recognition of separate objectives for coral resistance to and recovery from climate change impacts,** for example that different ecological and oceanographic factors, will allow
coral reefs to either resist or recover from climate stress (Côté and Darling 2010, McClanahan et al. 2012b).

Technical Tools for Coral Reef Conservation

Protection of coral reefs requires an understanding of what strategies can be implemented to achieve coral reef conservation goals. Many large-scale drivers of coral reef state, including market access, governance structure, or human population growth (Cinner et al. 2016, Hughes et al. 2017a), act on scales often beyond the control of local and regional managers. However, local and regional managers and stakeholders have an important role to play in ensuring manageable drivers of coral reef decline, such as over-fishing or pollution, are effectively mitigated. Many approaches that have been undertaken to improve coral reef health, as we describe below. Some of these approaches have demonstrated success in achieving conservation goals, while others have not yet been field-tested and represent the next frontier in coral reef management (Figure 1). The management strategies described below vary substantially in terms of scale of implementation and potential costs (Figure 1). Further, although this white paper is primarily focused on coral reef conservation, management of adjacent ecosystems such as seagrass beds and mangrove forests can play a large role in coral reef functioning and productivity and these ecosystems are also briefly considered throughout the document.
Marine Protected Areas

One of the primary management strategies used to conserve and enhance coral reef biodiversity and fisheries is the implementation of MPAs, defined as “…clearly defined geographical space, recognized, dedicated and managed, through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural values” (Day et al. 2012). MPAs can also include no-take marine reserves, where no exploitation is allowed. MPAs can lead to successful outcomes when specific ecological and social conditions are met (Edgar et al. 2014, Gill et al. 2017): their outcomes can include increases in targeted and non-targeted species (Babcock et al. 2010), restoration of trophic function (Mumby et al. 2007, Boaden and Kingsford 2015), and lower levels of coral disease (Lamb et al. 2015). A global assessment of conservation benefits arising from MPAs identified five key traits of their success (Edgar et al. 2014):

- No take.
- Well-enforced.
- Old (>10 years).
• Large (>100 square kilometer).
• Isolated by deep water or sand.

However, benefits from MPAs are not guaranteed and can depend on local conditions and additional external threats that diminish MPA protection (Jones et al. 2004, Lamb et al. 2016, Wenger et al. 2016, Williams et al. 2016, Arias-González et al. 2017, Cox et al. 2017). For example, the majority of global MPAs do not meet adequate staff or budget capacity, which has been shown to jeopardize ecological outcomes (Gill et al. 2017). Given our understanding of the potential benefits that can accrue and the circumstances that promote MPA success (Edgar et al. 2014), several factors should be considered in MPA design to ensure that they can act as a tool to promote climate change resilience:

• Strategic creation of networks of MPAs and no-take marine reserves should consider larval connectivity and stakeholder use under changing environmental conditions, and maximize the protection of diverse habitats as a way to enhance recovery following disturbances and safeguard against the unpredictability of extreme weather events (Baskett et al. 2010, McClanahan et al. 2011a, Abelson et al. 2016, Krueck et al. 2017, Webster et al. 2017).

• Networks of MPAs should be larger than the average size of acute thermal events to improve the chances of recovery via connectivity with areas of MPA network that were not exposed to the thermal event (Mumby et al. 2011, Selig et al. 2012).

• The incorporation of habitat diversity should not only include different coral reef types, but also adjacent mangroves and seagrass meadows, which can enhance the biomass of coral reef fish communities and reduce coral disease levels through pathogen mitigation (Mumby et al. 2004a, Olds et al. 2012, Lamb et al. 2017).

• Likewise, to ensure that fisheries benefits are maximized in conjunction with climate change resilience, MPA designs should ensure that protected area size is adequate for species of conservation or management concern, thereby providing them a place to recover from the impacts of climate change (Green et al. 2015).

While a robust network of MPAs and no-take marine reserves is likely to provide the greatest benefit from both a biodiversity and fisheries perspective (Cinner et al. 2012, Harrison et al. 2012, Gill et al. 2017), this approach may be infeasible in many coral reef countries, owing to local-scale commons management and a strong reliance on coral reef resources for food security and livelihoods (Cinner et al. 2012, Gruby and Basurto 2013, Afflerbach et al. 2014). In these contexts, strategies toward community-based management and co-management have been implemented to incorporate locally identified objectives, particularly regarding fisheries management (Jupiter et al. 2014b), in order promote more sustainable use and greater levels of compliance.

One of the most common coral reef management strategies within locally managed marine areas (LMMAs) is the use of periodically harvested closures (PHCs). PHCs are locations that are opened and closed to exploitation based on community decisions—for example, harvested to provide food for celebrations or funerals—and are a well-documented traditional practice across many countries, particularly in contexts of strong marine tenure and traditional governance (Cinner et al. 2006, Cohen and Foale 2013). Although PHCs have widely been promoted as a conservation and fisheries management tool that blends traditional ecological knowledge with more technical tools, the realized benefits are variable (Goetze et al. 2016). Resources are often overexploited when PHCs are open, thus negating positive impacts from closures (Williams et al. 2006, Jupiter et al. 2012b, Cohen and
Given the variation in demographics of targeted species, it is likely that PHCs are most effective as a conservation and fisheries tool when the species targeted are fast-growing and the time between harvests is at least a few years (Cohen and Foale 2013, Goetze et al. 2016).

Seasonal closures are a variant on PHCs, used to enhance protection of important fishery species usually during important spawning time windows when populations are particularly vulnerable to overexploitation (Hamilton et al. 2011, Friedlander et al. 2013). In Papua New Guinea, the closure of spawning aggregations of grouper species led to a significant increase in abundance of groupers over a four-year period (Hamilton et al. 2011). Seasonal closures of octopus in Madagascar have been documented to meet social and ecological objectives (Oliver et al. 2015). Seasonal restrictions can be more feasible to implement than trying to protect the entire area where fishers target catch (Waldie et al. 2016).

**Rights-Based Management of Marine Resources**

LMMAs are areas of nearshore waters being actively managed by local communities or resource-owning groups that have formal or informally recognized rights to negotiate and implement management rules to meet their local objectives (Weeks et al. 2010, Jupiter et al. 2014b, Horigue et al. 2015). The objectives of LMMAs can vary substantially and may compete—such as maintenance of stocks and maximizing yields, for which there must be management tradeoffs (Jupiter et al. 2014b). LMMAs encompass a wide range of specific management measures, including fisheries closures, gear restrictions, species restrictions, access restrictions, watershed management, and livelihood diversification strategies (Jupiter et al. 2014b). However, local-scale management is unlikely to adequately sustain fish populations and fisheries and achieve conservation goals.

Local management should be supplemented with focused investments in addressing fishing threats through management opportunities. The potential for success in fisheries management at scale ought to feed back into site selection, since successful fisheries management will directly affect the likely persistence of your target reefs. The magnitude of fishing (and other higher-order) threats, and their tractability in terms of improved management, should be an essential site selection criterion. In each case, the relative risk from offsite effects—including fisheries management—should also be assessed before any management plan is developed, and then addressed in the plan. *Nesting sites (or even networks of sites) within tractable fisheries management jurisdictions will be an important strategy to achieve broader conservation goals.*

One fisheries management strategy that could complement local MPA management to adequately protect coral reef ecosystems is to focus on a few key coral-dependent multispecies finfish fisheries that can show results quickly. The benefits of management could be leveraged to get government to set and implement new policies that bring other fisheries and coral reefs into compliance with conservation goals. This need not be a community-by-community approach, which can be slow and costly; it could instead be a first-adopter-to-scale strategy.

Different management strategies vary in support by local stakeholders, emphasizing the need for full participation of diverse local stakeholders to ensure their concerns are met (Jupiter et al. 2014b). In some coral reef countries, rights-based fishing initiatives have been formalized within territorial use rights for fisheries (TURFs) schemes, which gives fishers access to specific fishing grounds (Afflerbach et al. 2014). In many TURFs, there are also some fishery regulations, including catch
quotas, size limits, seasonal closures, and gear restrictions (Afflerbach et al. 2014). A TURFs approach was piloted in Belize in 2011 at Glovers Reef Marine Reserve by the Belize Fisheries Department, supported by the Environmental Defense Fund and Wildlife Conservation Society (Foley 2012). Based on the success of this pilot project (reduction in illegal infractions by approximately 90% and increased stewardship of the area by fishers), there are now TURFs across all Belizean national waters since 2016. However, for many coral reef regions, it is unlikely that TURFs will work in the absence of other elements of a fishery management plan to prevent overfishing.

Gear Modifications and Restrictions

Restrictions or modifications of fishing gear provide another way to manage catch and exploitation of coral reef resources and thus maintain reef health. Gear restrictions attempt to reduce unsustainable or destructive fisheries practices, such as very small mesh sizes or the use of dynamite or poison. In some places, fishery yields can be maintained with gear restrictions, in addition to restrictions on access (e.g., MPAs) or target species (MacNeil et al. 2015). Gear restrictions are often indicated as the preferred management strategy by fishers and other resource users (McClanahan et al. 2012a). However, management preferences are context-specific (Waldie et al. 2016), underscoring the importance of stakeholder engagement in decision making around resource use. Gear modifications, such as gated “escape traps” used in Kenya, are also effective fisheries management approaches that can reduce the bycatch of smaller juvenile fish while increasing catch quality (e.g., fish size) and income, even in heavily fished systems (Mbaru and McClanahan 2013, Gomes et al. 2014, Condy et al. 2015). Gear modification has also been applied in the Caribbean, for example in Curaçao, where traps, one of the predominant fishing tools, were fitted with bycatch reduction devices to significantly reduce the amount of bycatch while maintaining catch rates of targeted species (Johnson 2010). Gear restrictions and gear modifications improve the resilience of a coral reef to climate change. In Kenya and Papua New Guinea, where spear guns and traps target species that are vulnerable to coral mortality and important for coral reef recovery, it may be wise to persuade fishers to switch to line fishing, which catches a low proportion of these species (Cinner et al. 2009). McClanahan and Cinner (2008) propose a framework for gear restrictions for multi-gear coral reef fisheries in Papua New Guinea that could be applied to other regions with similar gear use. Namely, they propose:

- Restrictions on gill nets when coral cover is low, in order to reduce damage to coral.
- Restrictions on line fishing when large-bodied predators are depleted.
- Restrictions on spear fishing when algal cover is high, in order to reduce the catch of herbivorous fish, which are important for controlling algal growth.

Ultimately, a suite of different coral reef fishery management strategies should be implemented that will provide for both sustainable harvests and biodiversity conservation benefits (Day 2002, Afflerbach et al. 2014, Mangubhai et al. 2015).

Reducing Watershed-Based Pollution

The impacts to coral reefs from declining water quality due to land-based sources of pollution, including sediments, nutrients, and pesticides, are well documented, and at least 30% of coral reefs are at medium to high risk from reduced water quality (Dikou and van Woesik 2006, Cramer et al. 2012, Lamb et al. 2016, Wenger et al. 2016, Burke et al. 2011).
A range of solutions can be implemented to improve water quality and the health of coral reefs. However, although ridge to reef or integrated coastal zone planning are increasingly being considered and implemented, beyond two examples of coral reef improvement following diversion of sewage effluent to deeper water (Birkeland et al. 2013, Bahr et al. 2015), there are no published examples of water quality improvements and subsequent recovery of coral reef ecosystems. Further, although watershed pollution is considered one of the main threats to coral reef environments, conservation budgets disproportionately underfund pollution mitigation strategies (Wear 2016). Thus, the management recommendations described below are based on successful practices implemented in non-reef environments and strategies that have reduced pollution levels but have been implemented too recently for results to show.

Studies comparing the nearshore coral reefs subjected to runoff with control locations can help inform conservation strategies (Fabricius et al. 2005, Rodgers et al. 2012, Hamilton et al. 2017). Given the lag time between the introduction of good land-use management and the appearance of improvements in water quality, and the additional lag time between changes in water quality and improvements to the ecosystem (Meals et al. 2010, Bartley et al. 2014a), the precautionary approach of protecting ridge to reef systems that have not yet been modified is strongly recommended (Fabricius et al. 2005, Rodgers et al. 2012, Hamilton et al. 2017, Quiros et al. 2017). This is the approach being suggested in the Bua Regional Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan in Fiji (S. Mangubhai and S. Jupiter, pers. comm).

When protection of entire intact catchments is not feasible due to the history of land use and land cover change and the importance of agriculture, globally recognized best land-use management practices should be implemented, including:

- Adjusting stocking rates and rotational grazing (to increase vegetation cover and reduce soil erosion: Bartley et al. 2014b).
- Avoidance of steep slopes (Douglas 1967).
- Fencing to exclude livestock from wetlands (to protect riparian vegetation buffers and avoid river bank erosion: Agouridis et al. 2005).
- Improving fertilizer use (to reduce nutrient runoff: Thorburn et al. 2013).
- Reducing pesticide use (Oliver et al. 2014).
- With existing agricultural activities, pesticide and fertilizer reduction strategies can be implemented in concert with groundcover or understory re-vegetation to reduce soil erosion (Thorburn and Wilkinson 2013, Thorburn et al. 2013, Bah et al. 2014, Oliver et al. 2014, Tarigan et al. 2016).

Additionally, many countries have logging and mining codes of practices, in an attempt to mitigate water quality impacts on coral reefs from the release of sediments, chemicals, or tailings. In instances where these activities are occurring, enforcement of these codes will help to mitigate impacts. In many coral reef countries, erosion from dirt roads is a major concern, as they act as both sediment sources and conduits for sediment. In steep tropical environments, even low-density unpaved road networks can lead to high levels of sediment runoff and relatively simple drainage designs have improved sediment runoff in the Caribbean (Ramos-Scharrón 2012, Ramos-Scharrón and LaFevor 2016). Finally, although restoration activities can be costly and labor-intensive, the
restoration of gullies and riparian zones (Brooks et al. 2015) may be necessary in some circumstances when threats to marine ecosystems from water quality are severe (Brodie et al. 2013). Given the limited information available about the effectiveness of water quality improvement strategies in promoting the resilience of coral reefs, monitoring and reporting procedures must be put into place at the same time.

Managing Wastewater Pollution

Even in areas without extensive development activity, human communities living adjacent to coral reefs will generate sewage pollution (Wear and Thurber 2015) and the majority of coral reef countries have documented wastewater pollution problems (Wear and Thurber 2015). Sewage runoff has many impacts, including increased coral mortality; increased bleaching; increased coral, fish, and human pathogens; increased coral disease prevalence; decreased coral skeletal integrity; and decreased growth rates (Wear and Thurber 2015, Wear 2016, Lamb et al. 2017). As the problem of wastewater discharge has become more recognized, several coastal regions adopted wastewater treatment plans, including the United States and Australia. The Australian government embarked on an ambitious $188 million Australian dollars (AUD) project to upgrade major wastewater treatment plants, called the Cleaner Seas Project, which ensures an 80% reduction in the amount of nitrogen, phosphorus, and ammonia being discharged onto the Great Barrier Reef annually. **Australia's Cleaner Seas project can serve as an important standard for wastewater management in places where wastewater treatment plants exist.**

In many countries with coral reefs, the construction of wastewater infrastructure and advanced wastewater treatment plants will be infeasible. For countries that can control the output of wastewater, diversion into deeper water can lead to significant improvements in coral reef condition (Birkeland et al. 2013, Bahr et al. 2015). In regions where wastewater cannot be diverted, the creation of filtration systems using natural filtration mechanisms has been proposed as a way to mitigate some of the impacts associated with sewage runoff (Rose et al. 2014, Lamb et al. 2017).

Managing Coastal Development

Coastal development is expanding at a rapid rate and has been identified as one of the main threats to coral reefs, as perceived by coral reef practitioners (Wear 2016). One of the main management strategies for ensuring that coastal development is conducted sustainably is to require robust environmental impact assessments (EIAs) (Morrisey 1993). Furthermore, it is essential that there be a thorough review process that considers the mitigation hierarchy and, if development approvals are granted, ensures that any conditions in approvals are monitored and the companies are held to legislative requirements (Foster et al. 2010). However, for many coral reef countries, even when laws requiring EIAs are in place, the capacity and resources required to conduct them is limited (Jupiter et al. 2014a) or economic development takes precedence (Manap and Voulvoulis 2015). Furthermore, even when the capacity and required resources are in place, unintended consequences can occur. For example, two different coastal development projects in Australia resulted in high levels of coral disease at one site (Pollock et al. 2014) and high levels of disease in important fisheries species, resulting in the closure of the fishery (Landos 2012). It is unclear why these impacts were not predicted, but EIAs often allow from some level of unavoidable damage to coral reefs (Foster et al. 2010). **In these instances, additional management strategies should be put in place to reduce the impacts of coastal development, including seasonal restrictions on development activity during peak timing for vulnerable life history stages or events, such as**
Coastal development activities lead to coastal hardening, which can affect nearshore coral reefs. As the impacts of sea level rise continue to be felt, coastal hardening will further increase to slow erosion rates (Dafforn et al. 2015). As a result, ecological and engineering research has focused on ways to better design coastal infrastructure to support marine ecosystems (Firth et al. 2016). One proposed technique is the creation of varying artificial habitat types within permanent structures (Chapman and Underwood 2011, Dafforn et al. 2015). There are limited examples of eco-engineered seawalls being effective at large scales, but the incorporation of artificial habitats during the initial placement of seawalls is likely to mitigate some of the damage that would otherwise occur during their construction. Another technique used to mitigate some of the negative impacts of coastal marine infrastructure has been transplantation of habitat-forming species onto artificial structures (Ng et al. 2015). In Singapore, nursery-reared corals that were transplanted onto a seawall were found to support coral reef fish and gastropods after 24 months (Ng et al. 2015).

Managing Shipping

Accompanying the development of coastal infrastructure is the increase in shipping. Over 80 percent of traded goods currently travel by ship (Tsolaki and Diamadopoulos 2010) and this number is expected to increase, with a threefold increase forecast worldwide by 2060 (UNTCAD 2011). The increase in shipping comes with several concerns, including the introduction of invasive species and the increased risk of ship groundings. In 2017, a ship grounding occurred in Raja Ampat, one of the most biodiverse coral reefs and an important site for tourism. In an effort to manage impacts or potential impacts from shipping, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has established Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSA) following recognition that specific marine areas are particularly vulnerable to shipping activities. Due to PSSAs’ unique features, each one carries its own protection regime, including measures such as compulsory ship routing, reporting and no-go areas (IMO 2006). However, there is a mismatch between the need for designation and placement of these areas. For example, the eight busiest ports with container terminals worldwide are in China, Singapore, Hong Kong, and South Korea (World Shipping Council 2017). PSSAs have not been designated around any Asian country, even though numerous shipping routes transit the Coral Triangle (extending from the Philippines to the Solomon Islands), a global marine biodiversity “hotspot” representing 75% of marine species (Veron et al. 2009).

Not only do ship groundings cause direct damage to coral reefs, they can release invasive species into the marine environment. Ships relocate approximately 3,000 to 4,000 species each day, which can destabilize and rapidly degrade coral reef environments (Gollasch et al. 2002, Molnar et al. 2008). Since the implementation of the International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments in 2004, several technologies have been approved to treat harmful aquatic organisms or pathogens on board vessels, reviewed in Tsolaki and Diamadopoulos (2010). The current recommended method for controlling the introduction of non-native species is open ocean exchange of ballast water at a distance of 200 nautical miles from land and a depth of 200 meters. Open ocean exchange is not always effective; in certain instances, more organisms were found in the ballast water following exchange (e.g., Macdonald and
Davidson 1998). This is especially the case when such water exchanges were undertaken during algal blooms. Additionally, vessels operating in coastal regions are not likely to meet the distance from land and depth requirements for open ocean exchange. In these instances, ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) both onboard vessels and in port (reviewed in Tsolaki and Diamadopoulos 2010) may augment spatial management strategies and international legislation for protecting marine biodiversity. However, shore-based treatment systems may not be economically feasible for developing countries (Pereira and Brinati 2012), and retrofitting existing fleets with vessel-based systems carry economic costs and are of varying efficacy (Jee and Lee 2017).

Managing Invasive Species and Population Outbreaks of Predators

Non-native species and native species that have population outbreaks can rapidly degrade marine ecosystems (Molnar et al. 2008, Williams and Grosholz 2008), and are a particular concern for coral reefs (Smith et al. 2002, Lapointe and Bedford 2010, Frazer et al. 2012, Giddens et al. 2014, Williams et al. 2014). Here, we highlight two control initiatives that illustrate the social and financial commitments involved.

Crown-of-Thorns Starfish

Population outbreaks of the coral-eating crown-of-thorns starfish (COTS) are a major cause of live coral loss on Indo-Pacific coral reefs (Bruno and Selig 2007, De’ath et al. 2012). Outbreaks on reefs can be devastating and widespread, sometimes reducing live coral cover by 90% or more (Kayal et al. 2012). There are many factors that lead to population outbreaks, such as nutrient enrichment, that should be managed through preventative interventions (Wooldridge and Brodie 2015). Once an outbreak occurs, the only way to minimize the impact is through direct control. Many direct control methods have been attempted, including removal of the starfish and injection with points. The use of vinegar and lime juice to kill COTS has proven highly effective on local scales, helping to restore some level of ecosystem function (Dumas et al. 2015, Boström-Einarsson and Rivera-Posada 2016). In Vanuatu, after a six-month community removal initiative, women and children were able to resume normal activities in the area, including fishing and swimming (Dumas et al. 2015). Vinegar has been used in at least 10 countries and has been approved by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority as the primary treatment tool for outbreaks. Although the use of vinegar may only be feasible on small scales, direct control of predator outbreaks could positive affect locally important coral reefs.

Lionfish and Peacock Groupers

Intensive control efforts are underway to control lionfish in the Caribbean and the Atlantic and the peacock grouper (roi) in Hawaii (de León et al. 2013, Giddens et al. 2014). The removal of both lionfish and roi from reefs has been shown to be locally successful provided that removal is maintained and recommended techniques are used (Frazer et al. 2012, de León et al. 2013, Côté et al. 2014, Giddens et al. 2014, Green et al. 2014). Recommend techniques include culling through spearfishing and hand-netting by concerned divers and through organized lionfish derbies and tournaments (Akins 2012). Removal efforts involve hundreds of trained volunteer divers, and thus require extensive community engagement and cooperation. Community involvement in invasive species management might provide an opportunity to discuss other environmental issues with communities (Giddens et al. 2014). Another strategy for eradicating
lionfish involves creating a market for human consumption and thus creating an incentive for harvesting, but this could lead to economic dependence on the invasive species (Morris Jr and Whitfield 2009), and also to impacts on other fisheries. For example, there is evidence from Florida of declining lobster catch in traps that are occupied by lionfish. Similar impacts are beginning to occur in Belize, which has prompted the development of a lionfish management plan (see Appendix 1). Ultimately, although effective control can occur at local scales, the labor required for control of invasive species precludes this technique from being used beyond the scale of local communities, tourist facilities, or easily accessible locations (Morris Jr and Whitfield 2009, de León et al. 2013).

Tools to Enhance Recovery

Coral Reef Restoration

Coral reef restoration is a management tool promoted to enhance recovery on degraded reefs (Rinkevich 2008, Rinkevich 2014), but successful evidence of its use on large scales is limited and costs can be prohibitively high compared to other management interventions (Haisfield et al. 2010). Coral reef restoration projects can be implemented for a variety of reasons, including conservation, restoring fisheries, and economic benefits, and it is important to be explicit about the goals. For instance, in developed countries with high capacity, such as the United States, restoration projects are currently underway for Acropora cervicornis, which is federally listed under the U.S. Endangered Species Act (Young et al. 2012). In 2017, a global coral reef restoration project was launched, supported by SECORE International, the California Academy of Sciences and The Nature Conservancy. This project represents the first global endeavor to restore coral reefs on a large scale and highlights the role that technology can play in coral reef conservation. In both of these programs, the primary goal is conservation.

In order for coral reef restoration to be successful, practitioners need to consider whether the cause of degradation still exists (Baums 2008): ongoing degradation will jeopardize restoration outcomes. In many cases, it may be more cost-effective and beneficial to biodiversity and ecosystem functioning to enact measures that reduce the pressure on existing coral reefs, rather than resorting to restoration (Haisfield et al. 2010, Moreno-Mateos et al. 2012). However, in some cases where the degradation has stopped (e.g., dynamite-fished rubble fields that are now protected within a marine park), low-cost restoration of structure complexity can support new recruitment and growth by corals over time as an effective long-term conservation strategy (Clark and Edwards 1995).

Restoration and propagation techniques can also be used to support aquarium and coral export industries. For example, Indonesia is one of the largest exporters of coral and the primary reason for propagating corals is to sell them (Rhyne et al. 2012). As part of the industry, the Indonesian government requires 10% of the coral grown to be used for reef restoration (Barton et al. 2015). Creating economic incentives that combine mariculture with reef restoration can promote both increased coral propagation and economic opportunities for communities. However, it is important to maintain a balance where mariculture does not dominate reef restoration. This is particularly true for places where ex situ propagation is used, as the economic incentive to maintain good in situ conditions for restored reefs might decline (Barton et al. 2015). Propagation has also been used to alleviate pressures from natural populations where corals are harvested for other uses. For instance, communities in Manus Island, Papua New Guinea, have
successfully grown corals to be harvested to produce lime for chewing betel nut, however, the approach has not yet reached a point of sustainability.

For coral reef communities engaging in reef restoration, the costs involved can be high (Chamberland et al. 2015), with the median cost per hectare estimated to be between $162,000 and $283,000 U.S. dollar (USD) in developing and developed countries, respectively (Bayraktarov et al. 2016). In Indonesia’s Komodo National Park, even simple rehabilitation (e.g., by installing locally quarried rocks on blasted rubble fields) can be expensive (∼$4.80 USD per square meter) (Haisfield et al. 2010). Local restoration can provide high value for tourism, making it an attractive option for resorts with adjacent coral reefs (Guest et al. 2014). At this stage, given the costs and the labor requirements, coral reef restoration is not viable as a large-scale conservation, fisheries, or coastal defense strategy.

In the context of climate change, restoration and translocation strategies may be useful for corals that have either survived a stress event or live in more extreme conditions and may be better adapted to cope with future stress events (Coles and Riegl 2013, Rinkevich 2014). For example, restoration of climate-smart corals can involve local transplantation of coral “survivors” between nearby habitats (Palumbi et al. 2014). However, recent evidence suggests that coral reefs as a whole (as opposed to individual corals) undergoing a bleaching event are not necessarily better adapted to survive another event (Hughes et al. 2017b). See also the section below on “assisted evolution.”

For coral reef communities that want to proceed with restoration, there are new approaches that can offer promise. For instance, micro-fragging of small fragments placed over artificial substrates can encrust and fuse to grow corals faster than normal nubbin approaches (Forsman et al. 2015). There are also several published guides on how to accomplish coral reef restoration (see Appendix 1). It is necessary to understand why past restoration efforts have failed to ensure future success (Clark and Edwards 1995, Fox et al. 2005, Ferse 2010, Griffin et al. 2012).

Future Frontiers: Treating Coral Disease and Promoting Assisted Evolution of Corals to Climate Change

Coral Disease

Coral disease is an underreported cause of global coral loss and is exacerbated by warming oceans (Harvell et al. 2007, Maynard et al. 2015). The causes of coral disease are complex and varied, often operating on much larger scales than coral reef managers can control. Nonetheless, there have been conservation efforts to control the spread of disease and loss of corals within colonies (Beeden et al. 2012). These techniques range from simple interventions to complex strategies.

Techniques for the treatment of marine diseases range from simple to incredibly complex. Several studies have used simple interventions, such as separating healthy coral tissue from diseased tissue with a physical barrier (Miller et al. 2014), aspirating diseased coral tissue from colonies (Hudson 2000), and even excising the tips of healthy coral from diseased colonies and transplanting them (Miller et al. 2014) or removing the diseased margin from healthy coral (Dalton et al. 2010). However, these techniques have showed variable responses. Furthermore, although they may not be expensive due to their relative simplicity, it is unlikely that they could be further developed to be a feasible strategy beyond a small spatial scale, owing to the labor intensity required. Still, local
Mitigation could be effective in small locally managed MPAs, such as those supporting adjacent communities or tourist facilities.

As some of the large scale drivers of coral disease, such as sewage discharge (Redding et al. 2013), nutrient runoff (Lamb et al. 2016), and high temperatures (Maynard et al. 2015), continue to intensify, it may be increasingly important to develop therapeutic methods that can treat coral disease outbreaks on larger spatial scales than can currently be treated. Phage therapy, the therapeutic use of bacteriophages, is at the frontier of coral disease treatment and is one potential option for treating coral disease in situ. Atad et al. (2012) found that phage-treated corals only experienced an additional 5% tissue loss, whereas non-treated corals lost 65% of live tissue after 28 days, and that disease transmission rates to surrounding healthy coral colonies were reduced. As a conservation strategy, costs and feasibility are currently highly prohibitive and effectiveness remains largely unknown. Therefore, while this technique may have the potential to “treat” larger areas of coral reefs beyond the simple interventions described above, as a management strategy it largely unrealistic in many remote coral reef communities given the demands for access to laboratory facilities, commercial infrastructure, and reliable power (Efrony et al. 2007).

Assisted Evolution

To help corals cope with rising ocean temperatures and widespread bleaching, a new management approach being considered is one that encourages assisted evolution through laboratory-evolved stress-tolerant zooxanthellae (van Oppen et al. 2015, van Oppen et al. 2017). Zooxanthellae are photosynthetic micro-organisms that live inside coral tissue and provide sustenance to it. When ocean temperature increases, the coral tissue expels them, resulting in coral bleaching. Without their food source, corals will die (van Oppen et al. 2015). Such an approach is incredibly novel and not field tested. It is likely to be very cost-prohibitive and effective only on local scales. Similarly, as a future conservation or management strategy, the demands for access to laboratory facilities, commercial infrastructure, and reliable power currently makes this largely unrealistic at larger scales. However, assisted evolution toward the restoration of heat-tolerant corals grown in laboratories may represent a future frontier of active intervention to conserve coral reef biodiversity within the next 10–15 years (Aswani et al. 2015).

Conservation in Action: Integrating Social Values, Economics, Uncertainty, Equity, and Timeframes

A challenge in conserving coral reefs is the uncertainty associated with the interactions between various stressors and the management interventions used to mitigate them. For example, amplifying feedbacks and can provoke unpredictable “ecological surprises” that can accelerate negative impacts through synergies, where the combined effect of multiple stressors exceeds the sum of individual stressor effect (Brook et al. 2008). However, synergies are only one of several types of interactions between stressors, including additive, multiplicative, dominant, antagonistic, or “supersynergies”; the outcomes of stressors’ interactions may soon be predictable in some cases, but will largely remain unknowable (Côté et al. 2016).

To address the uncertainty in stressor interactions, several strategies have been proposed. One strategy is to explicitly accommodate risk and uncertainty via investing in management of coral reefs across a range of local climatic conditions, reef habitat types, and reef states in order to maximize
phenotypic and genetic diversity, which may harbor more stress-tolerant species and allow for “evolutionary rescue” to share adaptive genes throughout connected seascapes (Abelson et al. 2016, Webster et al. 2017). For example, creating a network of MPAs that promotes connectivity, while accounting for potential changes that could occur in larval distribution patterns due to climate change, will ensure that gene flow between areas persists, thus promoting adaptation and recovery potential (Mumby et al. 2011, Webster et al. 2017). Additionally, the creation of MPA networks that achieve diverse management objectives, including conservation, fisheries, and socio-economic objectives, will likely garner more support (Mangubhai et al. 2015, Krueck et al. 2017). Finally, given the uncertainty surrounding the timing and location of extreme weather events, it is critical that protected areas encompass a network of coral in order to augment the potential for recovery from extreme climate events. A second approach considers management plans in the context of climate change. Several frameworks have been developed to address the need for multiple management interventions and diverse conservation and socio-economic objectives, including marine spatial planning, ecosystem-based management, and integrated coastal zone management (Cicin-Sain and Belfiore 2005, Arkema et al. 2006, Halpern et al. 2008, Norse 2010, Mangubhai et al. 2015). In essence, all of these frameworks acknowledge that there are multiple threats to coral reefs that need to be managed in concert in order to achieve conservation objectives. This meets the observations that rarely will a single management strategy address more than one or two threats impacting coral reefs; instead multiple management strategies are needed to act at the same time and place (Figure 2).

Wenger et al. (in review) propose that multiple management interventions can be layered over each other in space and time to maximize their efficiency. For example, Zaneveld et al. (2016) found higher levels of coral mortality during elevated temperature events when corals were exposed to nutrient enrichment and algal growth due to overfishing. Therefore, creating a layered approach to fisheries management and water quality might enable enhanced coral survival to bleaching events, or faster recovery following disturbances. In addition, there may be an optimal combination of management strategies such that they can enhance the benefits of each other that may take longer to realize on their own (Possingham et al. 2015, Gilby et al. 2016). In this way, the implementation of multiple management strategies that target different stressors across multiple spatial and temporal scales is likely to provide the best outcome possible within the current climate state.
Figure 2. How to Choose Portfolios of Conservation and Management Interventions Specifically Targeted to Address Key Conservation Threats
Enabling Conditions
Policy and Legislative Approaches

Successful implementation and achievement of technical approaches to meet conservation, food security, and livelihood goals will not occur without enabling conditions in place. Fundamentally, there need to be mechanisms that recognize, deliver, and enforce different conservation interventions at multiple scales. This section highlights some considerations for different types of policies, legislated rules, and multi-lateral agreements to provide a favorable legal and policy environment for coral reef conservation.

In places where traditional management is strong and legally recognized, there is an increasing focus on supporting natural resource management and enforcement by local communities. As an example, a community in the Solomon Islands was able to peacefully negotiate a substantial fine from an illegal logging vessel that entered their managed area (Jupiter et al. 2017). On the other hand, prominent people might make decisions on management and development without consulting the broader population, which may create conflict or exclude people from full resource access (Gurney et al. 2016, Jupiter et al. 2017).

At the national level, many countries have environmental protection laws in place, although enforcement of them may vary. It may be that a legal framework is already in place to enact conservation measures. For example, through the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act 1975, a suite of policies have been developed and enacted to manage cruise ship activity, tourism operators, mooring locations, scientific research, dredging, and sewage discharging around the marine park (http://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/about-us/legislation-regulations-and-policies/policies-and-position-statements). The efficacy of such policies, however, depends on the ability of management to address exogenous threats beyond the local jurisdiction (Wenger et al. 2016). For instance, neither the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act nor the Great Barrier Reef Water Quality Protection Plan (which is a policy document) give any jurisdiction to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority to regulate catchment activities that affect water quality, thus limiting their ability to effectively manage exogenous threats.

National policy can provide considerable support to local management. In the United States, Executive Order 13089 established the interagency U.S. Coral Reef Task Force, whose mandate includes research and monitoring of coral reefs and associated threats, and serving as a coordinator and advisor for federal, state, and territorial agencies (http://www.coralreef.gov/about/docs.html). National laws can also ensure that resource extraction is meeting a set of national standards. In the United States, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act provides a policy framework to prevent overfishing, rebuild fish stocks, and ensure a sustainable supply of seafood. However, this act has been criticized for its failure to adopt an ecosystem-based management approach over single species management (Richmond et al. 2007). Some species-specific regulations can be beneficial. The Endangered Species Act has been successfully triggered to respond to the critical state of Acropora cervicornis (Hogarth 2006). Importantly, when a species is listed under the Endangered Species Act, recovery plans must be identified and listings can halt development. However, restoration attempts have been variable (Lohr et al. 2017).
When national and provincial laws and policies reflect and support community-level management, threatening processes can be managed on larger spatial scales that can more accurately reflect the ecological scale of impact. For instance, the development of province-level integrated coastal zone management plans in Fiji scales up district-level integrated coastal zone management plans with the aim of coordinating management implementation to mitigate threats at appropriate scales (i.e., at the provincial level instead of the district level). The provincial-level planning is being overseen by the Department of the Environment, which adds further legitimacy to the process (Jupiter et al. 2012a). However, when community level plans are scaled up, there is the risk that local support will weaken as the decision-making power is diluted (Gruby and Basurto 2013). National laws are likely to be followed when there is bottom-up momentum for change. In Belize, local fishers petitioned for a ban on fishing herbivores after the importance of herbivorous fishes for coral reef health and their livelihoods was conveyed to them. This led to a national law, with high compliance levels (Depondt 2014). However, there may be local backlash to these top-down decisions if there was not community-level engagement or support; this may lead to non-compliance (Fabinyi and Dalabajan 2011).

Non-legally-binding frameworks may exist for environmental management, which could provide important protections for coral reefs if followed, but are subject to the discretion of resource users. For instance, in Fiji, although there is a logging code of practice that provides guidance to forestry officers, landowners, contractors, and the forest industry on how forest harvesting should be conducted to reduce the amount of sediment runoff, communities can ultimately override guidelines in favor of development; this can lead to larger pollution impacts to nearshore coral reefs. Similarly, the Australian government has invested almost one billion dollars (AUD) into water quality improvement in Australia. However, because the best management practice guidelines that have been proposed for land use are voluntary schemes, the uptake rate has been too low to be effective (Kroon et al. 2016). The low uptake rates of best management practices in Australia demonstrate that even in a well-funded setting, coral reef management is unlikely to occur without appropriate legislative mechanisms in place.

At the international scale, there are many multi-lateral agreements and conventions that have been developed to regulate pressures on coral reefs. These include, but are not limited to, the United Nation Convention on Biological Diversity and the corresponding Aichi targets; the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora; The Coral Triangle Initiative on Coral Reefs, Fisheries, and Food Security; The Micronesia Challenge; United Nations Sustainable Development Goals; The World Heritage Convention, and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Paris Agreement. These can help set national policy and are often implemented at the national or sub-national scale. However, they generally do not have legally binding commitments and many of them rely on relevant existing forums to implement actions. There are well-known issues that have resulted from international mandates—especially the designations of “residual reserves,” areas that are de facto protected because they have little extractive potential (Pressey et al. 2015).

Countries can strengthen their ability to meet various international commitments via multiple pathways. Importantly, countries should give greater consideration to non-conservation legal tools, such as land use planning and development control laws as well as laws on public finance. Additionally, the creation of economic incentives and disincentives, and the use of innovative market mechanisms can strengthen support of policy and legislative frameworks (Jonas and Lucas 2013).
Compliance and Enforcement

Non-compliance is one of the major barriers to effective coral reef conservation. For example, it is one of the main determining factors in MPA effectiveness (Bergseth et al. 2015); it is estimated that less than 10% of marine reserves are sufficiently managing compliance (Mora et al. 2006). As mentioned previously and in Table 2, active engagement of local stakeholders in decision-making around conservation interventions is likely to lead to greater support and compliance of management rules. Additionally, assessing the degree to which social norms drive participation and compliance or non-compliance activities may clarify how likely compliance is to occur (Gurney et al. 2016). Further, it is essential that non-compliance does not erode overall support for conservation interventions, which can happen when compliant individuals feel they are missing out on benefits (Arias et al. 2015). On the other hand, when communities are fully empowered, they can enforce management rules, leading to better compliance and support of management (Pomeroy et al. 2005, Cinner et al. 2012). Targeting the ultimate drivers of non-compliance may be more effective than targeting offenders themselves, but the reasoning behind non-compliance is important to understand. For instance, in the Philippines, the use of cyanide, even when banned, was driven by the high market of live exported reef fish (Fabinyi and Dalabajan 2011). However, in a different part of the Philippines, illegal fishing was typically carried out by young men and seen as a way to assert their masculinity and gain social status (Fabinyi 2007). In this example, market driven approaches are unlikely to change this behavior.

Incentives have also been used to try to encourage compliance, through awards, public recognitions, information and training, and financial mechanisms (Arias 2015). In the Caribbean, there was a significant, positive correlation between the number of incentives in place, including environmental education, skills training, exchange of equipment, purchase of equipment, and employment, and the biomass of commercially important fish (Kaplan et al. 2015), but the relationships of individual indicators and ecological indicators were not uniform. The introduction of incentives can have unintended consequences that need to be fully assessed prior to implementation. A number of studies have drawn attention to how providing material incentives, including payment for ecosystem services (PES), can "crowd out" or erode intrinsic pro-social and pro-environmental motivations (Frey and Jeging 2001, Narloch et al. 2012, Gurney et al. 2016). Similarly, the development of alternative livelihood schemes may bring about unintended consequences. For instance, seaweed farming in the Philippines was introduced to reduce fishing pressure. Yet they led to poor environmental outcomes, including increased pollution flowing onto reefs (Sievanen et al. 2005). Additionally, although tourism is a key source of income for many coral reef communities, consideration must be taken when promoting it as an alternative livelihood scheme. For instance, tourism development not done properly can actually driver further exploitation of fisheries because of the demand for fish from tourists (Rodrigues and Villasante 2016).

When voluntary compliance is unlikely or when outsiders fail to comply with regulations, enforcement can be necessary, but it is often costly to overall management costs. For instance, in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, enforcement accounts for roughly 30% of the management costs (McCook et al. 2010). Furthermore, compliance is expected to increase as the perceived legitimacy of enforcement mechanisms increases (Kaplan et al. 2015). It is thus not surprising that one of the main recipes for success is the presence of proper enforcement mechanisms (Table 2). In the
Caribbean, there was an overall positive relationship between biomass of commercially important species and the number of penalties in place, including verbal or written warnings, fines, loss of access to natural resource, confiscation of equipment, and incarceration (Kaplan et al. 2015). For co-management, Cinner et al. (2012) also found that, across several countries, graduated sanctions were an effective tool to boost compliance. Understanding the patterns of non-compliance can improve the efficiency of enforcement activities. Arias et al. (2016) observed that illegal fishing had distinct temporal patterns, related to lunar cycles, which has enabled patrols to optimize control efforts. Tracking technologies like Global Fishing Watch (www.globalfishingwatch.org) or the Spatial Management and Reporting Tool, SMART (http://smartconservationtools.org/), can provide information toward tracking compliance with conservation interventions and investing in appropriate enforcement strategies.

Financial Mechanisms

Financial support for sustainable and long-term coral reef conservation activities is critical to success. For example, in a global meta-analysis of MPAs, financial support for staff and management capacity were the strongest indicators of the conservation impact (Gill et al. 2017). For all conservation interventions, financial support is needed for a variety of activities, including day-to-day management costs (e.g., staff, fuel, offices, etc.), monitoring and reporting, enforcement, and in some cases, payments to communities and stakeholders for released financial benefits otherwise generated from resource use. Generating financial capacity should focus on two main themes: the generation of funds and the mobilization strategy for said funds. Currently, there are several strategies for fund generation that have been implemented in the coral reef conservation activities, including debt-for-nature swaps, public-private partnerships, and payments for ecosystem services. Here, we provide a brief synopsis on different finance schemes, acknowledging that when developing plans for specific locations, there are several practitioner’s guides that can be followed to aid in the development of location-specific finance strategies (see Appendix 1).

Debt-for-Nature Swaps

Debt-for-nature swaps, or debt restructuring schemes, involve investment that buys a country’s foreign debt at a discounted price, in return for which the country’s government agrees to enact some level of protection for a terrestrial or marine area and pay for management activities of the protected area. The investor who buys the debt, and effectively invests in the protection of nature, does not own any equity or real estate and does not seek profit from the purchase of the debt. The Nature Conservancy has executed the first such debt restructuring in oceans, buying a portion of the foreign debt of the Seychelles; in essence, the debt is refinanced with a mix of investments and grants. The Nature Conservancy provided $15.2 million USD in impact capital loans and $5 million in grants to buy back $21.6 million of Seychelles’ debt. The cash flow is then managed by a public-private trust fund called the Seychelles Conservation and Climate Adaptation Trust which is established specifically for this purpose. The fund will lead various streams of activities including working on the ground to improve management of coastal and marine ecosystems through a marine spatial planning process and establishment of an MPA network. Continued evidence of the potential for debt-for-nature swaps to meet ecological and socio-economic success metrics of coral reef conservation require continued monitoring and evaluation.
Payments for Ecosystem Services

PES is one of many types of marine conservation agreements used globally to generate capital and incentivize protection of resources. PES for coral reef resources can be defined by several components: 1) voluntary transactions; 2) well-defined ecosystem services, such as a marine area that would secure the service (or benefit); 3) bought by at least one buyer; 4) sold by at least one provider (seller); 5) conditionally maintained only if the provider continues to supply service (Wunder 2005). Payments can take on various forms, including 1) direct financial payments, which are usually made as compensation for opportunity cost due to forgone income; 2) financial support for community development and infrastructure; 3) in-kind payments, including goods, knowledge transfer, capacity-building in exchange for conservation; 4) rights recognition, fishing access rights, quota allocation, etc. (Hawkins et al. 2010, Muradian et al. 2010). These mechanisms account for the value of ES and the benefits they provide to people and are designed to channel ES information into decision-making processes with positive outcomes for environmental and social goals (Ingram et al. 2014).

Direct PES has most commonly been implemented with dive tourism, wherein tourists pay an extra fee to dive operators or a local community organization, and the funding finances maintenance costs of the local MPA that serves as the dive site (Lucas and Kirit 2009, Brunnschweiler 2010, Terk and Knowlton 2010). This concept has been successfully used to help create the Shark Reef Marine Reserve in Fiji (Brunnschweiler 2010). The local communities engage in a participatory business planning approach with an ecotourism operation to generate income for the local villages from diver user fees in exchange for establishment of a marine reserve completely closed to fishing within the villagers’ traditional fisheries management area. In another example, Fiji’s largest MPA, Namena Marine Reserve, was established through diver use fees that funded community development projects and educational scholarships for villages in the Kubulau community, where the fund is managed by the Kubulau Resource Management Committee (Clarke and Jupiter 2010). These examples from Fiji have distinctly resulted in marine biodiversity preservation, helping meet local conservation goals of increased fish biomass and sustained coral reef health (Jupiter and Egli 2010, Goetze and Fullwood 2013). PES schemes have also been proposed as a way for downstream resource users to incentivize upstream resources users to manage water quality (Goldman-Benner et al. 2012, Peng and Oleson 2017).

Payments for ecosystem services, however, are not without substantial critiques. Critics have challenged the win-win PES narrative (Muradian et al. 2013), highlighting for example that market-based interventions 1) are often unable to address underlying drivers of resource degradation such as uneven land tenure and lack of local participation in conservation (McElwee 2012); 2) may not provide “environmental additionality” (i.e., payments go toward protecting areas at low risk of being developed or exploited) (Muradian et al. 2013); and 3) are often inequitable, which can compromise other social and biological goals (Oracion et al. 2005, Lucas and Kirit 2009, Pascual et al. 2014). Further, a number of studies have drawn attention to how providing material incentives, including PES, can “crowd out” (i.e., erode) intrinsic pro-social and pro-environmental motivations (Frey and Jegen 2001, Narloch et al. 2012, Gurney et al. 2016). The mismanagement of funds or lack of tangible environmental outcomes can also undermine the process. For instance, in the Philippines, fishers agreed to give up fishing grounds for MPA establishment based on the assurance that MPAs would result in improvements in catches outside the boundaries. When this did not come into fruition, fishers began to fish in the MPA, thus weakening its effectiveness. Further complicating this
situation was the frustration of repeat tourists who felt that 1) tourist fees were not being properly spent on MPA management and 2) that the coral reefs were not improving (Lucas and Kirit 2009).

The implementation of financial schemes requires the careful attention to potential hurdles. Firstly, the importance of having full stakeholder participation in decision-making is paramount. Secondly, the threatening processes causing coral reef decline must be properly addressed; otherwise coral reef recovery is unlikely, which will undermine support for existing and future conservation schemes. Thus, an investigation into whether enabling factors for success—ecological, socioeconomic, political, and cultural—are present is essential before a PES scheme is implemented (Muradian et al. 2013). These enabling conditions can include:

- Experience of local organizations with project management and finance management.
- Presence of community leadership.
- A diverse representation of voices within the community.
- Community-level decision-making and buy-in.
- Equitable distribution of benefits.

Furthermore, PES agreements toward coral reef conservation may need to define the roles and responsibilities of sellers/providers, buyers, payment fund managers, etc.; performance indicators upon which payment amounts can fluctuate; the frequency and duration of payments under the PES deal; and contingency scenarios and risk management.

**Conservation Trust Funds**

Conservation trust funds (CTFs) are being increasingly employed as a vehicle to mobilize funds for conservation (Bladon et al. 2014). These funds are legally independent institutions that can be used to provide sustainable, long-term financing for coral reef conservation (Balmford and Whitten 2003) and have been advocated as a beneficial tool to accumulate and re-distribute funding from diverse sources, including payments for ecosystem services, debt-for-nature swaps, and public-private partnerships (Goldman-Benner et al. 2012, Bladon et al. 2014). The distribution of funds can be structured in multiple ways, so it is important that the intent of the funding is clear (Bladon et al. 2014). Some of the main examples include the following:

- **Endowment funds**, which keep capital invested and use the interest to finance activities, may be most appropriate for the funding protect area management, due to the need for continuous, long-term funding.
- **Sinking funds** operate on a draw-down method, by directly investing the capital into conservation activities. Such a fund, often driven by philanthropic donors, may be more appropriate for conservation strategies that require larger, finite investments, such as land acquisition or large land or marine restoration activities.
- **Revolving funds** are continually replenished from sources such as continuous payments for ecosystem services, taxes/levies, developer payments, and public moneys allocated from central government budgets (Bladon et al. 2014).

There are several examples of CTFs that have been set up to conserve coral reefs. They range from funds to protect specific areas of a country to multi-national schemes, with resources being delivered in a variety of ways. The recently announced Blue Abadi Fund focuses on the protection of the Bird’s
Head Seascape in West Papua. The Fund, a public-private partnership between the Indonesian government and donors, will provide grants to local communities and agencies so they can sustainably manage their marine resources. As a trust fund, the Blue Abadi Fund creates an annuity that will annually fund MPA management and capacity development for local fishers and government managers. The fund will provide 30% of the financial resources needed, with the rest being funded by the Indonesian government. In contrast, the Phoenix Islands Protected Area (PIPA) Trust Endowment Fund works by compensating the government for the fishing licenses that would have been sold to foreign fishing operations if the PIPA were not protected. The fund has enabled all of the PIPA to be a no-take marine reserve (Obura et al. 2016). There are multiple regional funds that operate in the Caribbean. The Caribbean Biodiversity Fund provides funding to the National Protected Area Trust Funds established in each of the eight participating countries to support activities that contribute substantially to the conservation, protection, and maintenance of biodiversity. The Mesoamerican Reef Fund funds projects on a competitive basis that focus on clearly defined priority protected area sites. A thorough review of CTFs can be found in Bladon et al. (2014). Bladon et al. (2014) provide insight into lessons learned that should improve future conservation fund endeavors. They highlight the need for a clear vision shared among a diverse group of stakeholders, a legal and financial framework for developing a fund, and government buy-in. At this point in time, it is difficult to assess the evidence for the success of CTFs in terms of conservation impact. Many of the funds are young and may not yet show any positive benefits. More importantly, there have been limited monitoring and evaluation strategies implemented alongside funding, which makes impact assessment challenging (Bladon et al. 2014). Thus, it is absolutely imperative that any conservation intervention implemented should require monitoring and impact evaluation.

Market Mechanisms

Several market mechanisms are currently in place to incentivize sustainable development with relevance to coral reef conservation. In particular, the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) and the Forest Stewardship Council provide certifications for sustainably harvested fisheries and forests. The aim is to foster more sustainable natural resource extraction through promotion of more “eco-friendly” products on the market. Several countries with coral reefs have both types of certification, though the MSC certification is in place for their tuna fisheries as opposed to coral reef fisheries, highlighting the need to examine if this type of certification is feasible or advisable for coral reef fisheries. Coral reef fisheries are multi-species, multi-gear fisheries, and so the assessment process for stocks and fishery sustainability has previously been a challenge, which is why there are not really any coral reef fisheries certified. Advocates of MSC certification point to evidence that shows certified fisheries are above biomass levels that would produce maximum sustainable yield compared to non-certified fisheries (Gutiérrez et al. 2012). However, the MSC certification scheme has been criticized for the “price of admission” favoring larger fisheries and creating perverse incentives (Jacquet et al. 2010, Pérez-Ramírez et al. 2016). There may be opportunities to provide financial support to small-scale fisheries to help them gain MSC certification (Pérez-Ramírez et al. 2016). Ultimately, unless compliance, enforcement, and monitoring measures are in place, it will difficult to ensure the effectiveness of different policy approaches across all scales.
Toward Success: Monitoring the Social and Ecological Impact of Investments and Implementing Adaptive Management

Rigorous monitoring is essential for evaluating the effectiveness of management actions to conserve coral reefs and enabling adaptive management. Monitoring is a crucial component of an informed process for making decisions, and design should be driven by the decisions context, and associated risks and uncertainties (Lyons et al. 2008); this is especially important when the efficacy or magnitude of impact of management actions is uncertain (Converse et al. 2013, Cook et al. 2016). There are published standards for recovery or maintenance targets for coral reef fish biomass needed to maintain reef health (McClanahan et al. 2012b, Karr et al. 2015, MacNeil et al. 2015). Similar standards should be developed for recovery from non-fishing-related stressors in order to effectively quantify the impact of management actions.

Costs of monitoring can be high in relation to program budgets, so it is critical to design monitoring efforts to ensure a high return on investment. Insufficient rigor can mean that data fail to translate into information that can support decisions like planning, and management investments and priorities. Given that many coral reefs are in developing countries, building local scientific capacity to undertake the full cycle of monitoring is key to developing informed decision-making. Collecting baseline data before a management intervention is vital. In a recent study, investing in the capacity of local staff to manage, analyze, interpret, and communicate about data proved the most cost-effective approach in the long term, though this approach to monitoring has tradeoffs (Fox et al. 2017). Most critically, it can result in a poor baseline as participants develop skills. Consequently, to inform management decisions, it is pivotal for trained experts work with local staff at the beginning to collect high-rigor data. This may require staggered investment, weighted toward program initiation to support both collection of high-value baseline information and skill development.

Conclusions: Summary of Recommendations

The goal of this white paper is to synthesize and summarize a range of coral reef conservation strategies. The following recommendations focus on equitable conservation practices that will help to align successful interventions with diverse cultures and worldviews, will contribute to ensuring the right decisions are made, and will help build greater investment into conservation portfolios that will lead to successful reef conservation:

1. Community-driven conservation initiatives are likely to have the greatest buy-in. They can be strategically supported and scaled up through nested institutions, including NGOs, governments, and donors.

2. Networks of spatially managed coral reefs, supported by fisheries gear restrictions, can provide both conservation and fishery outcomes at multiple scales. This approach accounts for different home ranges and larval dispersal patterns of coral reef species, and prioritizes connectivity across patches and habitats to increase the probability of “evolutionary rescue,” whereby adaptive genes may spread across meta-populations, increasing the resilience of reefs to climate change (Webster et al. 2017).

3. Managing water quality at the ridge to reef scale can reduce the impacts from soil runoff, nutrient enrichment, and other forms of pollution. The protection of riparian and coastal vegetation and the introduction of erosion control measures where land use cannot be prevented on steep slopes is essential. Wastewater management through treatment facilities,
diversion, or natural filtration mechanisms is essential to reduce marine pollution and its subsequent impacts on both reefs and humans.

4. Active restoration of reefs and the local control of invasive species can be costly, but where these interventions can be undertaken in a cost-effective manner they may significantly enhance the conservation of small local areas of coral reefs.

5. In cases of acute disturbances, local-scale active restoration may promote recovery, but emphasis should be placed on prevention of damage. Recurrent impacts shrink the available window of recovery for slow-growing ecosystems, such as reef corals.

6. Strategies matched in space and time should be designed to address the impacts of multiple stressors and their potential interactions; strategies focusing on single stressors may ultimately fail.

7. Successful policy approaches will depend on local contexts. Complementary policies across governance levels that support and strengthen each other will likely lead to the achievement of both conservation and development goals.

8. Financial mechanisms should be thoroughly vetted to ensure their appropriateness to the given context and determine time requirements of financial needs to support conservation and management interventions.

9. Voluntary compliance through strong local support is ideal. In cases where enforcement is necessary, understanding the drivers and patterns of non-compliance will allow for more effective countermeasures.

Robust monitoring and evaluation strategies are necessary to assess the effectiveness of management actions in order to strengthen the evidence base of coral reef conservation and inform adaptive management.
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Appendix
Appendix A. List of Practitioner Guidelines, Toolkits, Frameworks, and Other Resources

1) Climate Change Resources

Climate Change Adaptation for Coral Triangle Communities: Guide for Vulnerability Assessment and Local Early Action Planning (LEAP Guide)

- **Website:** [http://www.uscti.org/](http://www.uscti.org/)
- **General Description:** The LEAP Guide is organized into four major steps to support the integration of planned adaptation within the context of existing development plans and ongoing projects. The guide is intended for national and local governments, marine and coastal managers, disaster managers, and community development practitioners who work with coastal communities on a wide range of development issues such as food security, health, biodiversity conservation, and economic development.

Reef Resilience (R2): Building Resilience into Coral Reef Conservation

- **Website:** [http://www.reefresilience.org/](http://www.reefresilience.org/)
- **General Description:** The Nature Conservancy’s (TNC) Reef Resilience (R2) Network links coral reef managers and practitioners. The network’s website is a platform for their Reef Resilience (R2) Toolkit, which describes resilience; shares case studies, publications, and resources relating to resilience and coral reefs; and provides a platform for networking and learning through providing training, sharing newsletters, and hosting webinars.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer

- **Website:** [http://www.csc.noaa.gov/slr/viewer/#](http://www.csc.noaa.gov/slr/viewer/#)
- **General Description:** This online map-generation software from the NOAA Coastal Services Center overlays social and economic data onto potential sea level rise data for a view of impacts on communities and tidal marshes from inundation and tidal flooding. It provides simulations of sea level rise at local landmarks, uncertainties, models of potential marsh migration, and information about projected tidal flooding frequencies.

SLAMM—Sea Level Rise Affecting Marshes Model

- **Website:** [http://www.warrenpinnacle.com/prof/SLAMM/](http://www.warrenpinnacle.com/prof/SLAMM/)
- **General Description:** SLAMM is a mathematical model that requires the use of Microsoft Excel and Esri ArcGIS and uses digital elevation data and other information to simulate potential impacts of long-term sea level rise on wetlands and shorelines. SLAMM has been used in several geographies and applications across the United States since its development in the mid-1980s.

Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange (CAKE)

- **Website:** [http://www.cakex.org/](http://www.cakex.org/)
• **General Description:** CAKE is a rich exchange network that focuses on climate change adaptation. The website includes tabs to case studies, a library, directory, tools, and a networking tab called “community.” The site highlights new and popular tools and documents and provides features. Some marine tools are highlighted there.

**Data Basin Climate Center**

- **Website:** [http://climate.databasin.org/](http://climate.databasin.org/)
- **General Description:** The Conservation Biology Institute Climate Center provides popular and recent climate change datasets through an online mapping and analysis environment. Its website and Data Basin Climate Center provides services in data processing and hosting, map creation and sharing, and training.

**A Reef Manager’s Guide to Coral Bleaching**

- **General Description:** This guide provides a synthesis of information, concepts, and practices designed to help reef managers better understand the phenomenon of coral bleaching and related climate change risks as they relate to coral reefs and their management. It points to detailed guidance about specific issues, including the Global Protocol for Assessment and Monitoring of Coral Bleaching as one of many resources to assist managers.

**Caribbean Climate Online Risk and Adaptation Tool (CCORAL)**

- **Website:** [http://ccoral.caribbeanclimate.bz/](http://ccoral.caribbeanclimate.bz/)
- **General Description:** The Caribbean Climate Online Risk and Adaptation tool (CCORAL) is a web-based tool designed to help decision-makers in the Caribbean integrate climate resilience into their decision-making and planning processes.

**Additional Resources**


**2) Marine Spatial Planning**

**Decision Guide: Selecting Decision Support Tools (DSTs) for Marine Spatial Planning**

- **Website:** [http://www.ebmtools.org/decision-guide.html](http://www.ebmtools.org/decision-guide.html)
- **General Description:** The Pacific Marine Analysis and Research Association and the Center for Ocean Solutions produced a Decision Guide to review and guide decision-makers’ choice of DSTs for spatial planning in the marine environment (Coleman et al. 2011). The guide is intended to assist practitioners in selecting appropriate DSTs that can help them conduct marine spatial planning in their own jurisdictions.
Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) Tools Network Database

- **Website:** www.ebmtoolsdatabase.org

- **General Description:** The EBM Tools Network Database describes itself as an “online hub for tools and projects for innovative interdisciplinary coastal-marine spatial planning and ecosystem-based management.” It provides an extensive list and links to software and web-based tools; projects which have used these types of tools; other resources such as publications, toolkits and databases; organizations that can provide assistance with interdisciplinary coastal-marine spatial planning and ecosystem-based management; and practitioners who offer tools or services relating to coastal-marine spatial planning.

Marine Planning Website (TNC)

- **Website:** http://www.marineplanning.org/Decision_Support/DecisionSupport.html

- **General Description:** The Marine Planning website provides support for multi-objective planning through EBM and marine spatial planning. The website’s section on decision support provides descriptions and links to a few DSTs in common use.

Locally Managed Marine Areas (LMMA) Toolkit

- **Website:** http://www.lmmanetwork.org/home

- **General Description:** The Locally Managed Marine Areas (LMMA) Network encompasses marine conservation practitioners working in Asia and the Pacific. The network shares useful information and resources for practitioners, as well as stories and lessons from communities that are using the LMMA approach in the management and conservation of their marine resources. Guides, reports, videos, survey protocols and other tools can be accessed online and the network provides training opportunities for project members.

Additional Resources


3) Reef Survey and Monitoring Protocols

Reef Check

- **Website:** [http://www.reefcheck.org/](http://www.reefcheck.org/)
- **General Description:** The Reef Check Foundation is dedicated to the conservation of tropical coral reefs and California rocky reefs. Coral reef conservation is addressed through their Coral Reef Management Program, which focuses on establishing marine protected areas to conserve coral reefs while encouraging sustainable use of surrounding reefs by local residents. Of particular use to reef managers are their survey protocols.

Resilience Assessment of Coral Reefs: Rapid Assessment Protocol for Coral Reefs, Focusing on Coral Bleaching and Thermal Stress

- **Website:** [www.iucn.org/about/work/programmes/marine/marine_resources/?3043/resilienceassessmentcoralreefs](http://www.iucn.org/about/work/programmes/marine/marine_resources/?3043/resilienceassessmentcoralreefs)
- **General Description:** This publication provides an extensive protocol for assessing the resilience of coral reefs. The publication is one in a series on management tools to promote resilience in marine ecosystems including guides on managing mangroves and seagrasses for resilience to climate change.

A Global Protocol for Assessment and Monitoring of Coral Bleaching

- **General Description:** The WorldFish Center, the World Wildlife Fund, and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority developed this protocol for reporting and monitoring of bleaching events.

Rapid Ecological Assessment (REA)/Evaluación Ecológica Rápida (EER)/Rapid Reef Assessment (RRA)

- **General Description:** REA is a useful method for gathering data over small spatial scales. In the case of coral reefs, the approach provides a quick “snapshot” of major reef biota during a single dive or snorkel survey. It can be useful in assessing remote areas that are only rarely visited and where little time can be spent. Reef REAs typically include specialists in fish, coral, and possibly algae and invertebrates. Each specialist conducts survey protocols that are specific to their particular area of expertise typically along a set of transect lines that all the observers sample along.

4) Socioeconomic Survey Protocols

Global Socioeconomic Monitoring Initiative for Coastal Management (SocMon)

- **Website:** [http://www.socmon.org/](http://www.socmon.org/)
- **General Description:** SocMon is an initiative aimed at helping coastal managers better understand and incorporate the socioeconomic context into coastal management programs. The initiative works through regional and local partners to facilitate community-based socioeconomic monitoring. SocMon provides guidelines for developing surveys and collecting
and analyzing household and community level data to inform dependence on coral reef resources, perceptions of resource conditions, threats to marine and coastal resources and support for marine management strategies.

**SEM-Pasifika**

- **Website:** [http://www.socmon.org/](http://www.socmon.org/)


5) **Restoration Guidelines**

**Coral Restoration**


**Mangrove Restoration**


[http://mangroveactionproject.org/resources/](http://mangroveactionproject.org/resources/)

Seagrass Restoration


6) Data Resources

Atlantic and Gulf Rapid Reef Assessment (AGRRA)

- Website: http://www.agrra.org/
- General Description: The Atlantic and Gulf Rapid Reef Assessment (AGRRA) Program is a regional collaboration of scientists and managers who are determining the regional condition of reefs in the western Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico.

Coral Reef Ecosystem Division (CRED)

- Website: http://www.pifsc.noaa.gov/cred/index.php
- General Description: The Coral Reef Ecosystem Division (CRED) leads an integrated, interdisciplinary program of ecosystem assessment, monitoring, habitat mapping and applied research on coral reef systems of U.S.-affiliated Pacific islands. The work supports NOAA and other U.S. government agencies. In terms of DSTs, CRED uses standardized protocols for monitoring and baseline within its programs.

Healthy Reefs for Healthy People Report Card

- Website: http://www.healthyreefs.org/cms/
- General Description: Healthy Reefs for Healthy People is a collaborative initiative that shares user-friendly tools to measure, track and report on the health of the Mesoamerican Reef Ecosystem. The initiative produces scientifically credible and respected biennial report cards on ecosystem health along with eco-audits that evaluate the implementation of recommended management actions.

National Park Service Inventory and Monitoring Program (NPS I&M)

- Website: http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/monitor/index.cfm
- General Description: The NPS I&M Program aims to provide park managers, planners, and other key audiences with scientifically credible data and information on the status and trends of park resources. This information can be used as a basis for making decisions for the long-term protection of park ecosystems.

7) Project Planning

Miradi

- Website: https://miradi.org/
- General Description: Miradi is a “user-friendly program that allows nature conservation practitioners to design, manage, monitor, and learn from their projects to more effectively meet their conservation goals. The program guides users through a series of step-by-step interview wizards, based on the Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation. As practitioners go through these steps, Miradi helps them to define their project scope, and design conceptual
models and spatial maps of their project site. The software helps teams to prioritize threats, develop objectives and actions, and select monitoring indicators to assess the effectiveness of their strategies."

Community-based Risk Screening Tool—Adaptation and Livelihoods (CRiSTAL)

- **Website:** [http://www.iisd.org/cristaltool/](http://www.iisd.org/cristaltool/)
- **General Description:** CRiSTAL is a project-planning tool that helps users design activities to support climate adaptation at the community level.

Integrated Valuation of Environmental Services and Tradeoffs (InVEST)

- **Website:** [http://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/InVEST](http://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/InVEST)
- **General Description:** InVEST is a family of modeling tools intended to help people map, measure and value nature’s goods and services. InVEST enables decision-makers to assess the trade-offs associated with alternative policy options and to identify areas where investments in ecosystem services can enhance conservation of various ecosystems, including marine.

8) Spatial Data Visualizations and Planning

Marxan

- **General Description:** Marxan is freely available conservation planning software that provides decision support to a range of conservation planning problems. The software can be applied to a wide range of problems such as reserve design and natural resource management in terrestrial, freshwater, and marine systems. It can provide multiple options to complex problems and encourages stakeholder participation. These features provide users with decision support to achieve an efficient allocation of resources across a range of different uses.

SeaSketch

- **Website:** [http://www.seasketch.org/](http://www.seasketch.org/)
- **General Description:** SeaSketch can be used to visualize and discuss spatial data layers as part of spatial planning processes such as developing zoning and management plans for a marine region.

Envision

- **Website:** [http://envision.bioe.orst.edu/](http://envision.bioe.orst.edu/)
- **General Description:** Envision is a geospatial information system (GIS)-based tool for scenario-based community and regional planning and environmental assessments. The tool combines a spatially explicit, polygon-based representation of a landscape, a set of application-define policies (decision rules) that are grouped into alternative scenarios, landscape change models and models of ecological, social and economic services to simulate land use change and provide decision-makers, planners, and the public with information about resulting effects on indices of valued products of the landscape.
Sites: An Analytical Toolbox for Ecoregional Conservation Planning

- **Website:** [http://www.biogeog.ucsb.edu/projects/tnc/toolbox.html](http://www.biogeog.ucsb.edu/projects/tnc/toolbox.html)
- **General Description:** Sites 1.0 is a customized ArcView project that facilitates designing and analyzing alternative portfolios. The software in Sites 1.0 to select regionally representative systems of nature reserves for the conservation of biodiversity is called the Site Selection Module (SSM).

MarineMap

- **Website:** [http://marinemap.org/marinemap](http://marinemap.org/marinemap)
- **General Description:** MarineMap is a web-based application used for designing marine protected areas (MPAs). Users can view marine geospatial data layers, draw prospective MPAs, share these MPAs with other users and assemble MPAs into arrays. Users may generate reports on the resources captured within the MPAs relative to the amount of those resources represented in the entire study region and estimate economic impacts of prospective MPAs.

Coastal Resilience 2.0

- **Website:** [http://coastalresilience.org/](http://coastalresilience.org/)
- **General Description:** This approach was developed and supported by the “Coastal Resilience Network” and includes a theoretical approach for addressing coastal resilience issues. The main thrust is a visualization tool that includes “resilience apps” that have been developed for specific geographies. These apps are intended to simplify complex relationships or models, convey a specific ecological or social concept, or to be used to compare different future condition scenarios.

NatureServe Vista

- **Website:** [http://www.natureserve.org/prodServices/vista/overview.jsp](http://www.natureserve.org/prodServices/vista/overview.jsp)
- **General Description:** NatureServe Vista is a free decision-support system that helps users integrate conservation with land use and resource planning of all types. Planners, resource managers, scientists, and conservationists can use the tool to assess cumulative effects for any number of scenarios, including climate change, investigate site conflicts, and design on-site or off-site mitigation strategies. The tool also supports ongoing adaptive management by integrating monitoring data and new knowledge or models to understand how well an area is meeting a set of conservation objectives.

ARtificial Intelligence for Ecosystem Services (ARIES)

- **Website:** [http://www.ariesonline.org/](http://www.ariesonline.org/)
- **General Description:** ARIES is a web-based technology to assist with rapid ecosystem service assessment and valuation. Its purpose is to make environmental decisions easier and more effective. ARIES helps users discover, understand, and quantify environmental assets and what factors influence their values, in a geographical area, according to needs and priorities set by its users.

CommunityViz

• **General Description:** CommunityViz is advanced GIS software designed to help people visualize, analyze and communicate on important land-use decisions. The tool can be used to create 3D visual models and has interactive features for analyzing choices over time.

C-Plan Conservation Planning System


• **General Description:** C-Plan is conservation decision support software that links with GIS to map options for achieving explicit conservation targets. The system calculates the irreplaceability value of landscape elements in terms of characteristics such as species composition, vegetation types, etc. It acts as a graphical user interface for Marxan and can generate Marxan datasets from C-Plan datasets.

Ecosystem Management Decision Support (EMDS) System

• **Website:** [http://www.spatial.redlands.edu/emds/](http://www.spatial.redlands.edu/emds/)

• **General Description:** The Ecosystem Management Decision Support (EMDS) system is a spatial decision support system (SDDS). SDDS are intended to help decision-makers rationally evaluate strategies or solutions for spatial or geographic problems. These are often complex problems with large datasets, a high degree of uncertainty, and multiple stakeholders with conflicting interests and viewpoints. EMDS is an application framework for knowledge-based decision support for environmental analysis at any geographical scale.

9) Additional Resources

